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Whilst the West Country basked on a late Indian summers afternoon, a group
of hardy Clifton Antiquarian Club members congregated at Bristol airport to
journey to foreign shores, this time to northern Spain and the wonderful region
that is La Rioja.
The journey was uneventful and we were soon ensconced in the car park at
Bilbao airport and navigating our way carefully out of the car park and onto the
open Spanish roads. In a convoy of a nine seater minibus and a luxury saloon
we had arrived in the middle of the harvest. As we trundled along behind many
a tractor pulling carts of wonderful purple grapes, we had plenty of time to
contemplate forthcoming sampling. Within an hour or so we reached the
magnificent medieval town of Laguardia, its massive walls hiding a warren of
narrow carless streets and intriguing and most welcoming bars and restaurants.
Our accommodation was a hostel that was part of such a bar and we were soon
checked in and enjoying a cool beer in the evening sun.
It was here that our linguistic skills were first put to the test as we quizzed the
barman on the proximity of the “farmacia por perros” Poor Maddie, a victim
of EU bureaucracy required some canine paperwork.
We decided to eat at the same establishment and were led to an expansive
comedor hidden in the depths of the building with stairs descending to a further
cellar restaurant. This was, we would later discover, a feature of just about every
building in Laguardia and the reason that cars are prohibited from the town;
such is extent of the underground cellars and tunnels that vibration from above
would cause the town to collapse.
Dinner was, it has to be said, a tad disappointing. There was clearly a bit of a
challenge in heating up the albondigas but the warmth that was lacking in the
food was amply made up by the warmth and enthusiasm of our hosts and we
were soon happily imbibing several bottles of local Reserva.
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The busy streets of Laguardia

Dinner completed, it was time to explore the town and we soon found ourselves
in the ubiquitous Irish bar, although, had this particular example not been so
named, there were few clues to its Irishness. Before long, the bar was bustling
with antiquarians and locals alike, lasers gleamed across the walls in time to the
music and somebody, who should probably remain nameless, decided to
introduce our group to the joy of pacharan.
It was a late night.
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The next morning we awoke to bright sunshine and after a breakfast of coffee,
croissant and juice (but only one each), we headed to the vehicles to start our
tour of Riojan dolmens.
There are around 90 dolmens in the Rioja region and we were exploring a
group sandwiched between the River Ebro and the Cantabrian mountains, a
landscape feature that formed a memorable topographic backdrop to our three
days in Spain.
Our first site was the Dolmen del Alto de la Huesera, just outside Laguardia.
This site was excavated in 1958 and again in 2010/11 and was home to 55
burials. Despite just 10 years or so passing since our recce, something had
changed, we are sure all that cairn wasn’t there last time we visited.

Dolmen del Alto de la Huesera and Laguardia in the background

The site had indeed been reconstructed after the 2010/11 excavation.
Nevertheless, we were able to consider the imbricated architecture of
overlapping slabs providing mutual support (luckily, we had practised a little
imbrication the previous evening courtesy of the pacharan).
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Next up was La Chabola de la Hechicera, which translates as the Witch’s Hut.

Once again, cairn had appeared since our last visit which strikingly changed the
perspective of the site. We discussed at some length the merits of reconstruction.
One the one hand, we appreciate ruinous monuments, hidden away in the
corners of fields, their condition emphasising their antiquity and in a manner of
speaking enhancing their authenticity. Reconstruction on the other hand gives
us a better impression of what the site actually looked like in antiquity, or at
least, what we think it may have looked like, yet erodes that perception of
authenticity. An interesting debate.
In any event, the Witch’s Hut is a fabulous site from which, amongst many
artefacts, and the remains of at least 39 individuals and some very unusual bone
earnings were recovered.
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Dolmen de El Encinal, now, this is more like it, a rather dilapidated monument,
reclining quietly in the corner of a vineyard, oak trees sprouting from the
chamber alongside an old wine bottle. The absence of reconstruction giving it
the “atmosphere” that we have come to love about our Neolithic heritage. The
ambiance was completed with the banter of Spanish and Senegalese grape
pickers resonating amongst the vines.

Dolmen de El Encinal

Our fourth dolmen before lunch, Dolmen de los Llanos, discovered in 1982 and
excavated three years later. A lot of remains - at least 100 individuals and a lot
of material culture including bracelets, pottery, carved animal bone representing
two phases of use (3240 BC and 2200 BC). Today it looks a little odd,
particularly the passage that challenges our idea of restricted access and actually
widens as the passage meet the chamber - we assume a consequence of
reconstruction.
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Dolmen de los Llanas

Hmmm, lunch, now this proved to be a challenge. The villages of this part of
Spain appear to be occupied by a sole elderly gentlemen and seem not to
warrant the opening of the local bar. Where was everybody? A quick search on
Pete’s food app led led us to the town of Viana. This was where everybody was
to be found. On the Camino route, this is a busy bustling town full of pilgrims,
walkers, locals and, thankfully, shops and bars. It is also home to the
extraordinary and magnificent church of Santa Maria de Viana, exemplifying
monumental Hispanic Renaissance architecture.
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After a lunch of jamon, queso and a crafty cerveza in the square, it was back to
the countryside and a dusty journey along a long and bumpy track. At the point
at which the track became unnavigable by car, we set off on foot to Hipogeo de
Longar, a site well worth the trek. Discovered in 1989, this subterranean
monument had a quite different morphology to the sites we had visited thus far.
Dry stone walling lined the chamber below a huge capstone and a rather
splendid sill stone divides the chamber from the passage creating that sense of
liminality that we at the Clifton Antiquarian Club are so fond of. Excavations
between 1991 and 1993 revealed the disarticulated remains of 114 individuals
deposited over a period of about 100 years between 2650BC and 2500BC. It
was thus, a very late Neolithic monument falling into the transition to the
wonderful Mediterranean Chalcolithic period, that we seem to have leap
frogged in Britain. Arrowheads embedded in some of the skeletal remains
suggested a time of conflict in contrast to our usual perception of happy
neolithic farmers enjoying the bountiful fruits of the Spanish countryside.

Hipogeo de Longar,
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What would Sancho Panza have made of these?

It was indeed a most remote and relaxing spot, wind turbines gleaming brightly
on the ridge in the sunshine adding bizarrely to the ambiance in a rather
striking and amusing Quixotic way.
And so we set off back to the cars and the main road, risking the wrath of the
car hire company we hoped they wouldn’t be inspecting the underbellies of our
vehicles upon their return.
The journey home was to take us past the Marques de Riscal bodega and its
wonderful Frank Gehry architecture. Whizzing passed a yellow sign suggesting
the carreterra might be cerrado, we came to a halt and a necessary U turn
foiling us on this architectural detour. Frank Gehry will have to wait for our next
hispanic excursion.
After a brief stop at the Roman, or possible Medieval Bridge - Las Puentes
Mantibares we arrived back at Laguardia just in time for the half hour window
of opportunity to visit the Church of Santa Maria de los Reyas. The
extraordinary polychromed portico, replete with stone carvings portray many an
ecclesiastical character and scene. We were lucky, the church was due to close
for the winter - seemingly too cold for the locals. Nearby, lovely views of the
Romanesque La Torre Abacial were afforded from a rather excellent tapas bar
serving fine Estrella beer and delicious tortilla.
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Dinner on day two was a much more successful event than the previous evening
as we stumbled upon a friendly family restaurant with a fine selection of tapas.
A transparent table below a wine press made for perfect dining and we enjoyed
dishes ranging from chorizo to pimientos (3 plates for Sarah) and squid in ink
(just the one nibble for Paul!) washed down with excellent white and red Rioja
and wonderful conversation, particularly at the “IronAge/Roman transition”
end of the wine press. At the other end of the press - Tomatogate, enough said!

A nightcap on the way home concluded an excellent days activities.
On Tuesday morning we were back on the dolmen trail, but not before another
fine breakfast. John and Sarah by now had slipped into a pre breakfast routine,
popping to a local bar for a crafty “con leche” and bocadillo de tortilla before
our official desayuno (thank you Susie) of coffee, croissant and juice (but just the
one).
Our first stop was Dolmen de San Martin, a stones throw from Laguardia
alongside the main road. Another polygonal chamber was accompanied by a
rather more contemporary shelter, probably constructed from cairn.
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Dolmen de San Martin

Stop two was Dolmen del Sotillo, another duo phase monument, plenty of
artefacts and 13 burials.
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Our journey along the “corridor of the dolmens” concluded at Dolmen de la
Cascara at Peciña. and a rather splendid site is was too. A small monument, a
nice bit of restricted visual and physical access and scattered cairn could not fail
to meet the expectations of the most avid of dolmen specialists, and proved a
good spot for a team photograph.
This was a truly wonderful group of monuments and some interesting
observations. Many of them were discovered or at least rediscovered in the
1950’s although it seems likely that their existence would have been known
about in antiquity. They all lie in vineyards, where grapes have been growing for
the past 1000 years or so, and it is a well known fact, as we so admirably
demonstrated, that archaeology and wine go hand in hand. Surely one of these
many generations of vinoculturists must have had more than a passing interest
in these enigmatic monuments.
Many of these monuments have been dated to two phases with secondary
burials appearing a few hundred years after the primary. We like the idea of a
dolmen renaissance in the Neolithic, but what did they do with the dead in the
interim period?
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Within sight of Dolmen de la Cascara was a curious church - Ermita de Santa
Maria de la Piscina, constructed in the 12th century. Rock cut graves
accompany the church dating from the 11th century.

The tranquility of this remarkable spot was temporarily broken by the arrival of
a peloton of American cyclists, perhaps a two wheeled journey along the
Camino. Now there is an idea for the CAC Velocipede Section.
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Lunch was at Haro, the centre of the Rioja producing industry and famously,
the first town in Spain to have electric lighting. The folk of Haro had clearly
anticipated our visit and in acknowledgement of our Bristol heritage, had
produced a Banksyesque mural to help us feel at home. We suspect the
characters represented are Pete and Laurie:

Our treat for the afternoon was a trip to Peñacerrada. Now, here was an
interesting place, indeed a veritable paradise for those who subscribe to Tractor
and Machinery Magazine. No less than four barnlike outdoor museums with
exhibits of all sorts of agricultural equipment. No entirely our cup of tea, but is
was a great opportunity to head up into the Cantabrian mountains and enjoy
amazing views over our Neolithic landscape. This rather dusty and remote town
has potential to become a fantastic model of multi phase prehistory, although we
suspect for the time being it will remain a the centre of multi phase agriculture.
One the way down we managed a sneaky “dolmen dash” to Dolan de Layaza.
Having two and fro’ed in search a somewhere to park the van we leapt out and
headed across scrubland to this rather pleasant last minute dolmen.
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But we didn’t linger, we had important business back in Laguardia; a real treat
in the form of a guided tour of bodega Casaprimicia.
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Wine was made here from the 12th century right up until the mid 1980’s and we
enjoyed the fascinating history with Miguel, our host. There were many facts:
they have been using the sandstone vats throughout the time wine was produced
here, we saw a secret tunnel from the cellar the the town wall, now closed off to
prevent anybody pinching the wine, maturing in brand new casks, never used
twice by Casaprimicia. This was all topped off with a wonderful tasting
accompanied by delicious cheese, bread and chorizo, all local.
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Our final morning and a spectacularly early (sin desayanu) start to hit the road
and head for the Palaeolithic. Puente Viesgo and El Cuevo Castillo were our
destination, home to some very old rock art. The fine red dots reminded me of a
Miró, one such dot has been dated by Alistair Pike to 40,000 BP.
We weren’t allowed to take photographs but we found some on the internet:

There were later zoomorphic images, mostly bulls, but it was probably the dots
and the negative hand prints that really captured the imagination. Did these
hold some important spiritual significance, or did a bunch of Palaeolithic
hoodlums sneak in to make their mark on this subterranean landscape? And so
our trip concluded, deep underground within a magnificent landscape. This
place, impervious to light and with the exception of the occasional eddy, wind,
was somewhere that our ancestors ventured in maybe to shelter, perhaps for
some sort of initiation or some other structured practice. (Structured practice the new ritual!) We like the idea of the paintings coming to life through the
flickering of a flame, and we also like the idea of children daring each other to
go in and add a dot or a handprint as a bit of fun.
A canvas outside where presumably local schoolchildren had recreated the hand
paintings was not without their own mischief - we spotted a few Vulcan salutes!
Heading back to the airport, we stopped at services for petrol, one final tortilla
for Pam and to do our best to clean the vehicles.
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Huge thanks must go to Laurie and Pete for arranging this wonderful Riojan
adventure and to all who joined us: Ellie, Pete, Maddie, Susie, Jac, Paul, Sheila,
Sarah, Pam, Janet, Donovan. These trips would not be possible or nearly as
much fun without the fantastic support from our club members.
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